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“Where Your Patronage Is Never Taken For Granted!”

Bring in the New Year…We Need It.
We hope your Thanksgiving get togethers
went well, now on to Christmas. We are
hoping some of our logistical problems
ease up a bit for this holiday. We were
having a conversation with a supplier of
roll towels and his freight woes. His
container of towels left China, freight cost
$3,500.00, two months and three raises
later the freight is at $22,500.00. He will
work on a $5.00 a case loss on this load,
just for the container cost. Now with the
trucking and labor shortage, more
increases are eminent. He is going to lose
money on the load, and the customers are
not happy. These cost and others will be
the burden of the consumers. Inflation is
such a subtle foe. Lumber, gas, and utility
increases all the burden of the consumer.
On the business end, are not utilities,
wages, and insurance cost inflationary?
All of you are quite aware of our added
business expenses. But did you know, it
cost $1.75 to make a penny and $7.00 to
make a nickel, thought you needed to
know that. Where is all this going? I have
no idea, but no one else does either.

On the bright side, difficult times really do
bring out the best of us. There is no
shortage of nonprofits, churches and
community centers making food available
for those less fortunate. Bay Cities has
been fortunate to work with many such
groups. The selfless efforts of these
volunteers are truly heartwarming.
Millions of meals and the smiles that go
with them at no cost. These efforts do not
just happen. One must have a site to
distribute from and sites change so notice
to the recipients must be fluid. Volunteers
need to be scheduled, delivery of goods,
packaging of goods, and the time frames.
FDA requires that these food boxes meet
temperature guidelines. Line up 1,000
cars, put the boxes in the cars and be done
in two hours. The good in humankind fed
tens of millions of folks this
Thanksgiving, don’t think of the cost of a
nickel.

Steve Del Masso
President
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Ricardo’s
Rings

Fingerlings POTATOES – Quality is

Butternut SQUASH (Organic &
Conventional) – We will continue will
Locally Grown fruit through December.
Mexican grown fruit is already arriving to the
market. Pricing is steady for both Organic and
conventional. With both regions having ample
supply, we will have a smooth transition once
Local Butternut is done for the season.

excellent and so are supplies. Product is
coming to us from the Northwest. Prices will
remain steady all month.

Yams

& Sweet

POTATOES

–

Livingston, CA growers continue to ship
beautiful tubers. Steady supply and procing.

POTATOES OF COLOR – Supplies are
coming to us from the Northwest. Pricing will
remain steady and quality is great.

EGGPLANT – Product from Mexico is
excellent and of a good value. There is still
fruit available from Coachella but the quality is
not up to par. Pricing is steady and should
remain so the entire month.

RED & YELLOW ONIONS – The
market is slightly higher than years past. The
Northwest crop yielded much less this year
than normal and the Onions are trending to the
smaller sizes. The market will remain active for
the season and to top it off, the transportation
is a major issue as well. The good news is that
the quality is excellent.

Russet POTATOES – Market prices are
uncertain for December. The USDA Food Box
program used a good volume of tubers from
this year’s harvest. If prices don’t escalate in
December, they will most likely tick upwards
early next year.

Red, Green, & Yellow, Bell Peppers –
The transition continues. By the first week of
December, we will be into Mexico for Green
Bells and by the second week for Reds. Yellow
Bells are the tricky one at the moment. We are
choosing the Hothouse grown from Baja
because of superior quality. By mid-month, we
should see good Yellow bells from Baja as
well.
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CHILI PEPPERS – At the moment,
pricing is elevated across the board for Chilis
from Mexico. The standout is the Serrano
Peppers. Prices are through the roof right now
as the supply is extremely tight. By the end of
the month, costs should begin to come off.

CARROTS (Value-Added) – Supplies
and production are back up to par. December
will be a good month.
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CUCUMBERS – It will be hard to match
the trend of great supplies we had in
November. December will mark the start of
new fields in Mexico. We will see some
gapping issues and price fluctuations.
Last month was not the smoothest transition
but now that we are fully into product from
Santa Maria, supplies ae improved and market
prices have adjusted downward.

BLUELAKE GREEN BEANS – We

ORANGES – Supplies are strong for all

have fully transitioned to Mexico and
production volumes are very good. Pricing will
come off as the month goes along.

sizes of Navel Oranges from the Central Valley.
By mid-month we will see Blood Oranges and
Cara Cara Oranges. Tangerines, Mandarins
and Satsumas are available in all packs and
sizes. Quality is excellent.

GRAPEFRUIT – We are currently using
fruit from Florida. Texas won’t be ready to ship
product until January. Pricing is very high.

LEMONS – CA Grown fruit is now available
but supplies are very light. By the third week
of the month, we will be fully transitioned to
CA Grown.

LIMES – Supplies coming from Mexico are
CORN – Product will come to us from the
SoCal desert region for the first half of the
month. Once the SoCal season is finished, we
will look to Mexico. Quality and sizing will be
the challenge for both Yellow and White.

very low. Not because there isn’t any fruit but
because there are any drivers to bring them
North. Trucking this year from Mexico will be a
real issue. For now, demand for Limes is low
keeping pricing stable.
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Juan’s Blog
Today’s and Tomorrow’s News
AVOCADOS – Supplies from Mexico are
good for all sizes. Price fluctuations will be
demand driven.

Round & Roma TOMATOES – The
CA season for rounds will carry on through the
first week of this month. Once the Local fruit is
done, we will be fully into Mexican product.
Prices will remain active all month.

Grapes – Local supplies of CA Grapes are
winding down. This month we will see product
hit the market from Chile and Peru. Once the
storage supplies from CA are gone, we will
select the best quality from one of the offshore
growing areas. Prices are already on the rise.

Asparagus – Pricing is improved as the
Thanksgiving holiday is behind us. Quality of
the Mexican spears remains very good. There
will be a price climb as we get closer to
Christmas and decline right afterward.

Snow Peas (the flat ones) – The
Mexican season is almost up to full speed.
Prices are coming down as the supply
increases.

Rasp, Blue & Black Berries –
Romas will be from Baja Mexico the entire
month. Supplies are light and pricing is
volatile.

Varietal

TOMATOES

(SMALL)

–

Baja will be our sole source from December
until June. Supplies are very light right now
and prices are high.

HEIRLOOM TOMATOES – Same story
as the small varietal tomatoes. Fruit is coming
from Baja Mexico, supplies are tight and prices
are high.

SQUASH – Supplies are excellent and
pricing has been more than reasonable. We
may see a market adjustment as harvests
transition to fields in Sinaloa but there won’t
be any problems filling orders.

Red Raspberry quality remains good out of
Mexico. Prices are coming off.
Blueberries harvests in both Peru and Mexico
are at full speed. Fruit sizing is very nice and
pricing is fair.
The Blackberry market is still on the high side.
Quality from Mexico continues its good streak.

Strawberries – Prices are beginning to
climb. We are towards the end of a run of
product in Santa Maria. Quality is good.

Pineapple – Costa Rican fruit is excellent
and supplies are right on track to make for a
smooth December.

Seasonal Items – Fuyu and Hachiya
Persimmons are arriving to the market. The
colder weather will bring about that vibrant
color and unique flavor profile we all crave.
Pomegranates and Quince are ready for any of
your creative recipes as well.
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Cutting Edge O-rganics®
………. solely about organically grown produce.

Local Seasonal Fruit is coming on strong.
Organic Navels and Varietal Citrus is just
getting started. The Tangerines, Satsumas
and the like that we have seen are very nice
but pricey. Look for Organic Bloods and
Cara Caras by the end of the month.
Organic Apples of many different Heritage /
Heirloom varieties are available. Please
inquire with our sales staff to find out which
is the best available.
The holiday crunch is putting quite the strain
on Organic Mushrooms of all varieties. By
January, we should see the supply line refill.
All Organic Leaf items are coming from the
SoCal Desert region and Yuma, AZ. Supplies
remain very light and pricing is through the
roof.
Organic Soft Squash and Organic Bell
Peppers are coming from Mexico. Quality is
good and prices are reasonable.
Organic Hard Squash is all Local and
Beautiful. Pricing is very steady and makes
any one of these choices a great selection to
highlight for your December Holidays.

Red, Green, & Butter Lettuce –
Harvest in the Desert Region of SoCal and
Yuma, AZ are now our source for all leaf.
Supply and quality are beginning to improve.
Prices will stay elevated until at least the
second week of this month and then come
back down.

Iceberg Lettuce – Market remains
active but is expected to come off by midmonth. Supply will improve as the season
progresses.

❤️❤️❤️’s

of

Romaine

&

Romaine – Pricing remains very active.
Supplies and quality are improving and will
continue to do so throughout the month.

Spring Mix, Baby Leaf & CelloPack – All of our Baby Leaf items are
coming from Yuma, AZ. Prices are stable at
their normal seasonal levels. The pricing will
be a bit higher this year simply because of the
increased freight rates again this year.

Red & Green Cabbage – Product is
coming to us from Oxnard, CA. Demand,
supply, quality and pricing is all stable.
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Brussels Sprouts – Supply is coming to
us from nearby Half Moon Bay. Quality and
supply are great. Prices will remain stable.

Broccoli, Cauliflower & Florets –
Market has finally adjusted downward as
supplies and quality is improved.

Broccolini® – Demand is lessened and
supplies are back on par. Quality is still good
and prices are back to normal levels.

Celery – Oxnard and Santa Maria, CA are
providing us with excellent quality product.
Both regions are doing so well, we barely saw
any price hikes for the Thanksgiving holiday.

Snap Peas (the round ones) –
Supply is coming up north from Mexico. Fruit
is on the small size but will get better as the
season gets up to speed.

Green Onions – Supplies are improving
out of Mexico just in time for most workers to
take their holiday hiatus. Pricing will fluctuate
this month but normalize in January.

& Pears – Almost all the fruit is
harvested and stowed away for the season.
For both Apples and Pears, the value is in the
larger sized fruit. The crop this year trended on
the large side and the smaller sizes are being
snatched quickly by the foodservice industry.
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Mangos – Brazilian fruit is amazing still a
great value. Quality is great. By the end of the
month, we will see fruit arrive from Ecuador. At
that point we will be able to choose the best
quality from either region for a couple of
weeks.

Cantaloupe,
Watermelon

Honeydew

&

– We will source all
Honeydew and Cantaloupe from Mexico
through December. Sweetness will not rival
anything we tasted from the Local season but
it's not bad. Pricing is leveling off as supplies
increase. Watermelon is simply put, not good.
Supplies are good and so is pricing but the
quality is mostly miss with little to no hits.
Please use a substitute whether it is another
Melon, Mango or something seasonal like
Persimmons.

Root Vegetables – Quality and value is
excellent for all Roots out of the Northwest.
Canadian Carrots still provide us the best
value and quality.
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Sarah’s Shout-Out

Stokes Purple® Sweet Potato and Tangerine Salad:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 Stokes Purple®
Salt and Pepper to taste
2 TB Olive Oil
1 bunch Lacinato Kale, ribs removed and chopped
¼ C crumbled Goat Cheese
1 Tangerine peeled and segmented
2 TB Honey Roasted Walnuts
2 TB Olive Oil
1 Garlic clove grated
1 tsp Tangerine Zest
1 TB Dijon Mustard
1 TB Apple Cider Vinegar

1) Preheat oven to 400°.
2) Toss chopped potatoes with 2 TB Olive Oil, Salt, and
Pepper and bake for 15 minutes or until tender.
3) Whisk together 2TB Olive Oil, Garlic, Tangerine zest,
Mustard, and Apple Cider Vinegar for salad dressing.
4) Once Potatoes have cooled, toss all ingredients
together in a large bowl with dressing.
5) Serve immediately and enjoy!
Stokes Purple® Sweet Potatoes are a good source of vitamin C
(almost 4 times that of an orange sweet potato), fiber, and
contain anthocyanin antioxidants (just like blueberries).
Fun Facts:
1) The Stokes Purple® sweet potato is grown in
California and is non-GMO.
2) Dr. Frieda Rapoport Caplan became the first woman
in the U.S. to own and operate a produce company on
the all-male L.A. Wholesale Produce Market in the
spring of 1962.
3) The rich purple flesh intensifies when cooked!

From many points of view, we are coming to the
close of back-to-back Dumpster Fire years. The
COVID-19 Pandemic has changed life around the
world as we knew it. For most of 2020, we just
wanted to return to “normal”. The rest of 2020 was
spent adjusting to “The new normal”.
Whether you are pro-mask, anti-mask, vaccinated or
unvaccinated, we can all agree that the human world
has made significant changes over the past couple of
years. Though many of the changes were extremely
tedious, expensive and seemingly unimpactful to the
naked eye, we all made changes and adapted for the
benefit and health of others.
To this regard, the Federal Government and local
agencies made some needed changes and worked
quickly to provide relief to those hit hardest by the
pandemic. When Federal relief went away in our
area, Alameda County stepped in to keep aid on its
way. Not only was it amazing that our Government
agencies could act so swiftly to do the right thing, but
that there are so many good people in our area who
volunteered and gave their time to get the aid to those
in need.
It seems so rare when we are traveling and look up to
see a double rainbow on a rainy day; almost
miraculous. Truth be told, there is always a
secondary rainbow with a reverse order of color
when you see the primary. It is just a matter of the
geometry and your location to the primary rainbow
that makes it appear or not. Much like a rainbow,
when we looked at the pandemic from a different
perspective, we saw so many good people doing
good deeds for the betterment of humanity on the
whole. To this point, we would like to reflect and
thank all of you for your time and energy. We are
hopeful these same government agencies will again
make the right decision to extend the aid. Many
people are still in great need.
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TRIVIA WINNERS

The answer to last month’s trivia was a) served as
mush b) no

Christmas is a time when kids tell Santa what they
want, and adults pay for it. Deficits are when adults
tell the government what they want, and their kids
pay for it. Anyone who believes that men are the
equal of women has never seen a man trying to
wrap a Christmas present. The greatest gift you can
give someone is your time. Because when you give
your time, you are giving a portion of your life that
you will never get back. Now let us get to the
trivia!
Long before Christianity reached Europe, ancient
cultures were celebrating the winter solstice with a
yuletide feast. Which of the following was (not)
one of the warming drinks that was a welcome
addition at these feasts?
A) hot chocolate
B) eggnog
C) wassail
D) lamb’s wool
Fax or email me with the answer and win a great
prize. Jeff@baycitiesproduce.com

After reading sources about the food available to the
pilgrims, it has been determined that they would not
have had wheat or butter necessary to make the pies
we enjoy today.it is likely, however, that pumpkins
were hollowed out, filled with milk, honey, and
spices, and then roasted to make a kind of custard.
yummy! the first harvest of corn was especially
plentiful, in addition to corn, there was also a wide
variety of spinach, onions, carrots and lettuce.
Congratulations to are winners: Keith @Project
Openhand, Eva @ Millie’s Kitchen, Nellie @
Ronaker’s Coffee Shop, Broke @ Danielsen Co.,
Grady @ Coffeetime, Julita @ Strizzi’s Restaurant,
Angelica @ La Tia Tequila, Anna @ Fern Lodge,
Mystyc @ SF VA Health Care.
December celebrity birthdays are:

Tyra Banks
Larry Bird
Alyssa Milano
Jane Fonda
Tiger Woods

4th
7th
19th
21st
30th

(48)
(65)
(49)
(84)
(46)

model
NBA
actress
actress
golf

“if you want to experience the true meaning of Christmas,
give something to someone who can offer nothing in
return’
-Toni Sorensen

BAY CITIES PRODUCE, INC.
2109 Williams Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
(510) 346-4943
FAX (510) 352-4704
www.baycitiesproduce.com

